~s.-f fJ.
• 6 7 . yield is 6.2% at low energies.
A high-intensity source of D-ions is desirable for the Magnetic
Fusion Energy (MFE) neutral-injection programJ for certain particle accelerators) and for research in atomic physics. Cesium is often used as the charge-exchange medium for the formation of D-beams because it 1 has the highest conversion efficiency of any target studied to date ).
HoweverJ this conversion efficiency is largest at energies below 1 keV;
at such low energies beam transport and source intensity may be unsatis~ factory for some applications. Other alkalis are less efficient for formation of D-J but their maximum negative ion yield is at a higher) more convenient energy 2 )J and their smaller nuclear charge may help reduce high-Z contamination in certain MFE applications.
Extrapolation of known cross sections and trends in cross-section Positive deuterium ions produced in a radio-frequency ion source were extracted, electrostatically focused, and accelerated. The beam was chopped at a frequency of 2.6 Hz by square-wave modulation of a transverse electric field. + Momentum analysis separated the D component which was then collimated before it entered the section of the apparatus shown in fig. 1 . The oven, machined from a massive block of 
